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London’s Direct Vision Standard

Why was it created

 Over 4000 Cyclists and Pedestrians are 
seriously injured or killed every year on the 
roads of London by HGV’s

 The DVS is part of the Mayor of London’s Vision 
Zero Plan

Where it operates



Major safety standards compared



How good is driver vision without cameras?



The vision benefit of camera’s

From the Drivers seat they can not see 

anyone on the near side of the truck

The Cameras are positioned to see everything



The revolutionary development of AI 
technology



360° AI Blind Spot coverage



AutoCMS is a Centralised Management System

Designed to give fleet managers complete control of their Safety Equipment

Provide 360° visibility of any incidents that occur

Show live vehicle camera tracking,

Integrate with vehicle telematics and show video evidence of any driving issue



Fully monitored, fully managed, fully 
maintained

Fastview360 has many great features within the 
camera system and even more when paired with 
our revolutionary app, AutoCMS.

 Fully monitored and managed system

 1080P HD cameras and HD monitors

 All devices tried, tested and proven for reliability 
and durability

 Incident Alerts

 Automatic Video upload

 Remote Live Video Stream

 Vehicle Tracking



What is AutoCMS



AutoCMS - AI Integration

New Alerts To be reviewed Training Issue Closed

HT70-OUW

HT70-OUW

HT70-OUW

HT70-OUW

HT70-OUW

Create Incident

The AI integration in 

service with the driver 

review showing footage 

with the alerts triggered 

and created as a driver 

action for review.



Smoking

AI product features



AI Forward Facing Camera

 Green, Amber, Red box showing “vehicle of interest” in front of vehicle with 

distance in time between the vehicles at this speed clearly shown

 Full screen display includes vehicle registration number, speed, time and date, 

indicator use, brake use and if there is an alert shown



What equipment do you need for your truck?

 Class V and class VI mirrors

 Blindspot cameras

 Side under-run with warning stickers

 Close proximity sensors along the nearside

 Audible alert for vehicle turning

 Warning stickers



Any questions for Nick?




